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FINAL ROUND INTERVIEW TRANSCRIPT:   STACY LEWIS  
Sunday, June 29, 2014 
 
 
Q.  How proud of yourself are you for performing in what you consider I guess 
your sixth major in front of the most understandably biased crowd I've ever 
seen? 

 

STACY LEWIS:  It's so hard to play here, it's so much harder than people think.  I can 
tell you I was more nervous today than I was at the U.S. Open last week, that's just 

how much this place means to me.  The fans today were just, it was unreal.  I've 
never heard cheers so loud.  It's just really, really special to win here. 

 

Q.  The 18th hole, 214 to the front, decide to lay up.  If you don't make birdie, 
perhaps a little second guessing will be going on.  What went into that 
decision? 
 

STACY LEWIS:  Well, it was more -- it was the lie, it was a sidehill downhill lie and I 
just didn't feel like I could carry the front edge, so I didn't want that little 50-, 60-yarder 

down there at the bottom of the hill, I wanted a full shot in there, and I pulled the shot 

off and pulled the putt off, too. 
 

Q.  Just when I think your game can't get any better and your confidence can't 
get any higher, you do something like you did today.  Thirty-fourth after the first 
round in only a three-round tournament, you end up winning.  Now you're 
heading to an event where you're the defending champion.  It has to feel like 
everything's coming together.   
 
STACY LEWIS:  Yeah, it feels great.  Coming off of last week where I was so close 

and to come here and to win, it's really nice to just have that going into the British.  I 
don't know what it is about these final rounds, I love getting in the heat of the battle 

the last day and making some birdies. 

 
Q.  Was that the loudest thing you ever heard on 17 before? 

 
STACY LEWIS:  17 and 18 was pretty loud, too, so yeah, it was, I mean, one of the 

coolest rounds I've ever played. 

 
Q.  It makes everybody's hair stand on end, I'm sure.  Congratulations, well 
done.  Good luck at the Women's British.  
 

STACY LEWIS:  Awesome, thank you. 
 


